Sixth Annual Meeting & Technical Seminar
SPG Duliajan Chapter

SPG, Duliajan Chapter organised its sixth Annual Meeting cum Technical Seminar on 8th November, 2014. The theme “Technology: Converting Plays to Portfolio” was aptly chosen and the day long discussions correctly signified the impact of technology on business processes and deliverables. The seminar was attended by various dignitaries from OIL, SPG Jorhat Chapter, Schlumberger, CGG and students and professors from Dibrugarh University making it an interactive and informative session for all the attendees from Industry and Academia.

The technical paper presented by Dr. Rakesh Walia, Country Manager, CGG very rightly discussed the implementation of rapidly advancing technology for the sustenance and growth of E&P Industry. Several case studies presented in technical papers threw light upon the changing scenario worldwide and the application of appropriate technology in portfolio management. The sixth volume of SPG, Duliajan Chapter’s journal “INSIGNIA” encompasses a wide spectrum of technical papers to face present day challenges and harness the growth of industry with a paramount impetus.

The success of the Sixth Meeting of SPG Duliajan Chapter has made it yet again a vibrant platform and a pathway striving for excellence in geosciences.